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1.INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and History
Gin Drinkers’ Bay is located in Kwai Chung within the Kwai Tsing District. The study site includes the waterfront, Kwai Chung Park, Tsuen Wan cemetery, as well as the
inland industrial and residential area.
Kwai Tsing is in southwest of the New Territories consisting of Kwai Chung and Tsing Yi Island with a land area about 2,237 hectares.
It is famous for its Kwai Tsing Container Terminals, as one of the busiest container ports in the world. The main roads to the Hong Kong International Airport and the
Lantau Island also pass through Kwai Tsing. A lot of industrial and business buildings are located in the district. Back then, ship building and ship breaking were once two
major industries in Hong Kong, of world importance and employing large numbers of people, and Gin Drinkers Bay Landfill was commissioned in 1960 as the first public
waste landfill in Hong Kong earning the bay.

1.2 Site issues
There are several issues observed in the site, which provides opportunities to redevleop and improve on the existing conditions.
1.2.1 Social demographics - Aging population

Source: Asia Times

Kwai Tsing has a total population of 520,572 according to the 2016 population by Census and Statistics Departmt.Yet, the proportion of population aged 65years old and above rose from 14.7% to 16.7% of the total district population over the same period, placing Kwai Tsing the third
“oldest” among the 18 districts in terms of the proportion of elderly population.
1.2.2 Land use issues

The area was also underused, especially the waterfront area, and there are limited provision open spaces, presenting the
issue of lacking quality public spaces and amenities. And the privatisation of land, restricting public usage.

1.2.3 Environmental issues

The pollution problem is also significant due to illegal dumping on streets, waste discharge to the water, and the high traffic volume
creates air pollution that affects the health of the local residents. The green spaces are fragmented, disconnected fro the neighbourhood and industrial areas.
1.2.4 Accessibility

The street in the district are disconnected with low accessibility, from the inland Kwai Chung area to the waterfront, with limited transport
service to the Kwai Chung Park and waterfront area. It is dominated by the express way, with lacking of cycling lanes, and the pedestrian
roads are narrow.

The proposed project will be focusing on the waterfront Ramblers Channel area, as the area is under ultilised, having capacities and
potential to upgrade to a better environment for the community. And from the observation of the site issues, it helps to generate
the vision and goals of the project, aiming to improve the site conditions. The report will presents the project vision, aims and objectives and the corresponding strategies in order to create a brand new environment.

2.VISION
The vision of the proposed project is to develop a sustainable sports
and recreational hub by encouraging healthy sports lifestyle. Creating
sports tourism by building sports landmark destinations, and providing a
wide range of sports amenities to meet the diverse needs of the public.
Since the district is facing aging population, having a healthy lifestyle will
be favourable to the local residents, and providing spaces for the retired
population to exercise. At the same time to attract users from other
districts, bring in younger populations to join in the community, establishing an all age friendly sports hub.
In order to invite public participation, it is important to enhance the
connectivity of the waterfront to the other destinations in the inland
Kwai Chung, improving in accessibility of pedestrian and cycling network, so the local residents would be able to access to the sports hub
easily. And with convenience of access points, it will be more capable
for users from other district to come. Lastly to elevating the standard
for urban waterfront resiliency as a vibrant destination by green iniativies, imroving current environmental issues and promoting health and
wellness through sports and leisure.
The design strategy is to revise, re-establish, and integrate green and
sustainable infrastructure in creating sports spaces. Through the design
method of intensifying - interlinking – integrating spatial area together,
developing an accessible interconnected pedestrian and cycling environment.

3.AIMS & GOALS

3.1 Developing a sports-oriented environment and Healthy Lifestyle community
The aim is to make Kwai Chung District into a destination at which
the sporting lifestyle can be enjoyed, in order to achieve a healthy community. Providing opportunities for physical activities, and promote the
use of sports space, developing sports tourism to attract more visitors
to embrace sports lifestyle.

3.2 Create an accessible pedestrian-oriented environment and safe cycling network
Envisions a continuous pedestrian and cycling network
that supports active living, encouring healthy and low carbon transportation, and connects the inland Kwai Chung
Area to the waterfront and other destination enabling
people of all ages and abilities to access and transit by
foot and bike as a part of daily life.

3.3 Make Kwai Tsing District a green, carbon free and sustainable environment.
Incorporating green and sustainable practice in urban planning as
a soft approach, to improve in the micro-climate and upgrading
the overall environment.

4.OBJECTIVES

DEVELOPING A
SPORTS-ORIENTED ENVIRONMENT
AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLE COMMUNITY

4.1.1 Increasing sports and recreational activities by 25%
There are some existing sports grounds and facilities in the inland Kwai Chung area, but the sports culture and lifestyle is not
achieved at the moment. Encourage sports acytivies by extending
the sports and recreational facilities to the waterfront area, targeting to increasing the facilities by 20%, to provide more opportunities for sports activities.
Refer to:
Strategies: To provide a wide range of sports facilities which are widely accessible to
the people

4.1.2 Attracting visitors to Kwai Tsing district through sports tourTo promote sporting culture and creating incentive of exercising
using sports landmark to attract more people to the district, it
targets to increase visitors from other district by 30% .
Refer to:
Strategies : Developing Sports landmark destinations to attract visitors from inland
Kwai Chung and from other districts to visit

4.1.3 Raising the participation rate in sports by 30% in the district
For the health benefits of the population, the objective is to increase in the rate of sports participation in the district by 30%, encourage local residents from all age to actively participate in sports
activities,driving transformative societal change towards healthy lifestyles
Refer to:
Strategies: Support programs that promote sports and healthy life-style.
Strategies: Interactive Online map

4.1.4 Increase in social interaction by 20% through sports and leisure activities
Sports and leisure activities can unite people and enhance community
bonding, it aims to increse in social interaction by 20% within the community by the power of sports.
Refer to:
Strategies: Developing green urban gathering space, connecting with pedestrian trails as part of inner-city regeneration

CREATING AN
ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED
ENVIRONMENT AND SAFE CYCLING NETWORK

4.2.1 Transitioning cycling to the main means of transport by increasing cycling activities within the district by 30%
The district has low cycling activities due to the dominated traffic on street, the
objective is to increase cycling activities by 30% and gradually changing the transport mode to cycling within the district, which helps to increase accessibility to
areas within short time, aiming to make cycling a desirable transport mode.
Refer to :
Strategies: Create a comprehensive network for cycling and walking
Strategies: Increase Bike sharing system and parking facilities
Strategies: Interactive Online map

4.2.2 Enhance walkability and pedestrian activity by 20%
Due to the low walkability streets in the district, the target aims increase pedestrain activity by 20% to allow local residents to travel from destinations via
alternative pathways, to enhance accessibility. Creating strong walking links to
the surrounding hubs.
Refer to :
Strategies: Create a comprehensive network for cycling and walking
Strategy: Maintain and improve the integrity of the pedestrian network infrastructure creates direct connections throughout the district.
Strategies: Interactive Online map

4.2.3 Upgrading the pedestrian environment
The current streets are underdeveloped with narrow pedestrian road which highly discourage pedestrian activities. The
objective is to create public pedestrian environments that are
attractive, functional and accessible to all people.
Refer to:
Strategies: Modifying the cycling, pedestrian, and public transit road

4.2.4 Increase in networking infrastructure by 10% for improving connectivity

Since the streets are fragmented and discontinuous, the target is to increase the networking structure and connecting by 30%, and making the
area continous for access.
Refer to:
Strategies: Developing green urban gathering space, connecting with pedestrian trails as part of
inner-city regeneration
Strategy: Maintain and improve the integrity of the pedestrian network infrastructure creates direct connections throughout the district.

MAKING KWAI TSING
DISTRICT A GREEN, CARBON
FREE AND SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT

4.3.1 Doubling the green open areas and green infrastructure to facilitate
low carbon transition
Due to the situation of crowded inner city, with little space for parks and
greenery, the green areas are fragmented, the objective is to doubling the
green areas to connect the patches together, and to create a green environment
Refer to:
Strategies: Developing green urban gathering space, connecting with pedestrian trails as part of
inner-city regeneration
Strategies: Adopt green street policy to improve the amenity value of pedestrian streets to create a
stronger visual and physical link

4.3.2 Reduction on carbon emission by 20% reaching net zero carbon emission
by 2050
Pollution problem in the district is severe as carbon dioxide and other pollutants has exceed the health standard, the taregt is to reducing the carbon
emission by 20% to provide a better quality of living environment quality to
the residents.
Refer to:
Strategies: Constructing a sports waste-to-energy plant near the waterfront to generate
electricity

4.3.3 Increase the use of renewable energy consumption by 10%
Since the district mainly relies on non-renewable energies consumption, it targets
to develop sustainable and renewable energies that can create a less polluted and
sustainable environment.
Refer to:
Strategies: Renwable energy Solar Panels

4.3.4. Reducing quantity of generated waste by 7%
With illegal dumping issue on street and wste generated by the residents is
relatively high, and creating environmental impact. The objective aims to reduce generated waste 7% by any means.
Refer to:
Strategies: Constructing a sports waste-to-energy plant near the waterfront to generate electricity

5.

5.1 Timeline and Major Events

Accessible district

Green District

Sports-oriented
community

2021-2025
Construction of Waste to energy plant and Waterfront pool facilities

2026-2030
Other sports facilities: Sports rehabilitation centre, rope course, and ball courts

Waterfront Promenade park

Emerge of other green spaces: children’s playground and community garden

Primary Pedestrian and Cycling trails connecting the built destinations to the mtr stations

2nd phase Pedestrian and Cycling trails that includes some secondary conne

n

2031-2035

2035-2040

Redeveloping on the current Kwai Chung Park by buiilding new skate parks, golf court and archery zones, with hiking trial 1and develop the hiking trail II to the cemetry
After developed into a sports district, negotiate to rent industrial units for fitness suite
Revegetate the area of Kwai Chung Park

Developing community garden, the parks acting as green infrastructure to connect the district with existing green open spaces

ecting the destinations
3rd and 4th phase Pedestrian and Cycling trails expanding network to inland residential areas, with some tertiray routes developed

5.2 Detailed Program Schedule
2026-2030

2021-2025

2030-2035

2030-2040

6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4

6.1

Relevant department

LCSD

6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.1.9

6.2

6.2.1
6.2.2

6.3

6.3.1

LCSD & EPD
6.3.2
6.3.3

LCSD
6.3.4

6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

Transport Department
Highways Department
Hong Kong Cycling Alliance
Association
Transport Department &
Highways Department

6.8.1
6.8.2
6.9.1
6.9.2
6.9.3

EPD
EPD & The Electrical and
Mechanical Services Department

6.10
6.11
6.12

6.11.1
6.11.2
6.11.3
6.11.4

LCSD & NGOs

6.1 Strategies: To provide a wide range of sports facilities which are widely accessible to
the people
Programs:
6.1.1 Sports rehabilitation centre, 6.1.2 Rope course 6.1.3 Multi-purpose Ball court 6.1.4 Jogging trail
6.1.5 Skateboard park, 6.1.6 Golf course 6.1.7, Archery course 6.1.8 Hiking trails 6.1.9 Fitness suite

6.1.6 Golf course

6.1.1 Sports rehabilitation centre
1 multi-purpose arena that can be used
as 8 badminton courts, 2 basketball
courts, 2 volleyball courts , 2 squash
courts, 3 multipurpose dancing rooms,
with the capacity of accomdating more
than 2000 people

A 2.1 ha golf course, with three 18-hole
courses and practice facilities.

Source: WT partnership Asia

6.1.7 Archery course

Source: Roy Lee

A site of 2 4700 square meters archery
course. This facility can serve as an archery
range with a shooting distance of 100 metres
long

6.1.2 Rope course
3 zones of rope course from beginners
level to advance level, and a children’s
Rope course
Source: Only In Your

Archery Sports USA

6.1.3 Multi-purpose Ball court

6.1.8 Hiking trails

Outdoor ball court, including 2 basketball court, 1 soccer pitch, 2 volleyball
court, 2 tennis courts

6.1.4 Jogging trail

2 hiking trails, one heading up to Kwai Chung
park, another to the cemetry

Source: Midwest

A jogging/running trail encircling the upper part of the waterfront site area

6.1.5 skateboard park

Source: Finding Beyond

6.1.9 Fitness suite
30 Multi-station gym room of average size of
500 square feet, and providing wide range of
facilities, such as free weights and treadmills
Source: demzine
Source: Personal Best Education

3 zones of skateboarding areas, from
beginners level, intermediate to advanced
level

Source: Landezine

Phase1
- Comprise with landlords to handover of cargo loading
company and carpark
- Demolish existing car park, develop the sports waste
to energy incinerator and the watefront pool facilities as
the sports landmarks

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phase II
- Placing the sports infrastructure and facilities in the
appropriate location
- Open Up more community public sports spaces
- Construct sport rehabilitation centre, rope course and
outdoor ball courts
-Construct a jogging circuit around the cemetry
Phase III
- Building Archery zones and golf court in Kwai Chung
Park
- Since the location is less accessible, to construct hiking
trail
- Slowly connecting these destination by cycling and pedestrian routes
- Consolidate, upgrade the facilities
Phase IV
- Considering to a greater extent the possibility of making use of existing areas and buildings for sports facilities
- Industrial buildings slowly turn into sports related functions, develop into fitness suite
- Constructing the hiking trail to the cemetry
- Incorporating environmental management into the
work of sports administrations
- Tying government and association funding for sports
facilities to the fulfillment of environmental standards

6.2 Strategies : Developing Sports landmark destinations to attract visitors from inland Kwai
Chung and from other districts
Program 6.2.1:
- Constructing a 3000m2 sports waste-to-energy plant near the waterfront to generate electricity,
- Building an incinerator in Wing Kei Road Trucks Carpark, providing adventurous extreme sports activities, bungee jump, urban
zipline, rock climbing.

Location Plan:
2

1

The reason of selecting the location for the
plant is due to the distance to the residential
area is close enough to supply electricity, yet
appropriate distancing from disturbance to the
neighbourhood
Source: Dubai Marina Zipline

Phase I
- Compromise to handover land from the car park company
- Fencing off the sites
- Excavation works and demolition of existing car park
- Building the incinerator
- Tree Transplantation/Compensatory Tree Planting for Plantation
Phase II
- Develop the adventure facilities
- Open up the adventure area to the public, attract visitors to the area
- Promote, maintain and improve the quality of user activities and experiences.
- Consolidate, upgrade and develop the adventure sports facilities.

3

6.2.2 Program 2:
- Construct a harbour pool on the waterfront Ramblers channel
- Creating a water park, with pool facilities, occupies an area of 2000 m2,
2 pools for leisure purposes, 2 regular 50 metres pool for trainings.
Location Plan:

Study of Water current:

Source: Badeschiff, Berlin, Germany

Phase I
- Compromised with with Cargo loading company land handover of the pier area
- Examine the water quality over the waterfront of ramblers channel and flood
risk/water current of the area
- This section of the pier was heavily industrialised and polluted by the disposed of
cargo waste, require cleaning up and removing cranes
- Excavation works and demolition
- Construction of pool facilities
Phase II
- Open Up pools and develop green public space for the water park
- Plant trees along Green Spaces
- Consolidate, upgrade and develop the pool, and continuous monitor the water
quality.
- Promote, maintain and improve the quality of user activities and experiences.

1

2

3

4

6.3: Strategies: Developing green urban gathering space, connecting with pedestrian trails as
part of inner-city regeneration
Program:
6.3.1 Water promenade park that can accommodate 100-300 people with an average size of 2-3 ha
6.3.2 Community Gardens
6.3.3 Children playground
6.3.4 Taichi Park

Source: Amy J. Andrews

Source: Up & Active

Source: Westkowloon.com

Phase1
- Develop Waterfront promenade park as
green connectors, linking the waterfront
attraction on the south nearer to the incinerator attraction in the north
- Plant trees along the waterfront promenade and add seatings amenities
- Planting with indigenous low shrubs and
ground covers
- Open up the promenade for public enjoyment
Phase II
- Constructing community garden as green
open spaces according to the locations that
are accessible to the sports destinations,
public transit stops or neighbourhood.
- Adding playscape facilities or other related infrastructures for community leisure
activities
Phase III
- Revegetate the Kwai Chung Park
Phase IV
- Playscape: Expand and upgrade the existing playground with equipment that caters
for a wide range of age groups.
- Continuously develop a community garden near the lower part of site connect to
the neighbourhood

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

6.4 Strategies: Create a comprehensive network for cycling and walking
6.4.1 Program:
Establish routes for cycling and pedestrian purpose, that connects the destination, develop alternative routes to get to central locations

1

1

LEGEND
Cycling & Pedestrian Routes

2

Cycling lanes
Pedestrian zones/routes
Traffic lanes

2

LEGEND
Cycling & Pedestrian Routes

Cycling lanes
Pedestrian zones/routes
Traffic lanes

Phase 1
- Identify key pedestrian anbd cycling activity centers and
community areas, and define priorities
- Take one lane out for cycling route and create pedestrian
zones
- Construct the route linking the Tsing Yi and Kwai Fong Mtr
station to the waterfront area
- Divert traffic from Tsing Tsuen Road to Ramblers channel
bridge for cars going from Tsing Yi to Kwai Chung
- Divert traffic from Tsuen Wan Road to Kwai Fuk Road for
cars going from Lai King to Tsuen Wan
Phase II
- Build the pedestrain cycling route within the promenade
park
- Linking Lai King Mtr to the waterfront area
- Diverting Tsing Kwai Highway to Kwai Tai Road
- Maintain visual links and views for legibility
- Support cycling with appropriate traffic policies and legislation
- Create strong connections bewteen public transport and
the pedestrian cycling network
- Safe and attractive routes and trails that connect people to
local destinations

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III
- Continuously expand networks to the inland Kwai Chung residential area, the Riviera Garden
- Review the Pedestrian Plan recommendations at regular intervals
to ensure it reflects the most current priorities, need and opportunities

Phase III

Phase IV
- To create tertiary routes in the street level
- Implement an annual evaluation program to survey the community
on pedestrian facilities and programs.
- Update the Pedestrian Master Plan every five years to identify
new facility improvements and programmatic opportunities as the
pedestrian network develops, assess their feasibility, gauge public
support, identify funding sources and develop implementation strategies.
Phase IV

6.5 Strategies: Modifying the cycling, pedestrian, and public transit road
6.5.1 Program:
- Widening the pedestrian sidewalks, building the cycling lanes and narrow the traffic
lanes to 3m to slow down vehicle speed
Single cycling lane
Double cycling lane

Source: South China Morning

Phase 1
- Identify hierachy of vehicle and pedestrain cycling road types
- Accommodate the needs of all travellers
- Establish appropriate designs for cycling and pedestrian lanes.
- Identify key roads to implement road modification in first priority
- Provide more space for wider sidewalks, curb extensions to assist in creating safer
streets through increased visibility for pedestrians waiting to cross a street, causing
turning vehicles to slow
- Suggests traffic lanes of 3.0 m in width, slowing vehicle speed by visually narrowing
travel lanes
- Coloured banding to alert pedestrians and cyclists of danger
Phase II - IV
Continuous modifications on widening the pedestrian roads and constructing the
cycling lanes

6.6 Strategies: Increase Bike sharing system and parking facilities
6.6.1 Program:
Increase bike parking facilities and areas by 10 spots within the waterfront area, more convenient for cyclist, and setting up bike share
system in every parking spot

Source: hongkongextra.com

Phase 1
- Adding Bicycle storage and parking area near the destinations after constructing the cycling lanes
- Setting up bike sharing system in the parking spot
- Introduce easily accessible and safe parking facilities to the public
Phase II-IV
- Continous adding bike parking facilities and bike sharing system along the new built routes

Source: ArchDaily

6.7 Strategy: Maintain and improve the integrity of the pedestrian network infrastructure creates direct connections throughout the district.
6.7.1 Program: Infrastructure and Support Facilities, connecting streets by foot bridge
, 220-metre combined pedestrian and bicyclist bridge
Phase I
- Identify gaps in the pedestrian facilities network
- Incorporate pedestrian facilities and amenities into private and public projects.
- Demolish the existing footbridge
Phase II
- Building the elevated cycling pedestrian bridge
- Support and encourage local efforts to require the construction of pedestrian
facilities and amenities, where warranted, as a condition of approval of new development and major redevelopment projects.
Phase III
- Facilitate pedestrian and cyclist to travel through the connecting pathway.
- Monitor and review impacts

6.8 Strategies: Improve pedestrian safety through the design of junction and modify on crossing
Programs:
6.8.1 Create safe junction design for cyclist at the at grade crossing
6.8.2 Widening sidewalk of crossing by 2m and to reduce the number of pedestrian
related collisions, injuries and fatalities by 50 percent.

Source: Global Designing cities Iniatives

Phase I
- Utilize pedestrian safety and exposure modeling to track improvements to the pedestrian environment
and provide data to help identify and prioritize improvement projects.
- Identify opportunities to reduce pedestrian exposure by reducing crossing distances by widening the curb
on crossing
- Creating safe junctions
Phase II
- Annually review pedestrian complaints and collisions to implement ongoing improvements at intersections
and throughout the pedestrian network.
Phase III
- Continuous improve walking conditions at intersections with the highest rate of collisions.
- Create and implement a Transition Plan that includes actions such as retrofitting street corners

Source: Bikeradar.com

6.9: Strategies: Adopt green street policy to improve the amenity value of pedestrian
streets and to improve local water quality
Programs:
6.9.1:
- Develop a street tree and public space tree planting strategy
- Planting species with larger canopy for shading for walkways

Common street stree species in Hong Kong
Recommended as high amenity value

6.9.2:
- Provide seating at regular intervals or at various points of interest along
the shared path
6.9.2:
- Adopt stormwater management approach such as vegetative swales, bioretention swales, rain garden and permeable pavings to reduce stormwater
runoff and improve stormwater quality
- Upgrade of 2 outfall areas
- Roadways incorporating planting, infiltration, and furnishings zone at the
back of curb

Cinnamomum Camphora

Ficus microcarpa

Source: South China Morning

Bauhinia Variegata

Delonix regia

Lagerstroemia speciosa

Source: Serpico Landscaping

Phase 1
- Identify priorities of street or public area that needs more greenings
- Review the road drainage capacity and identify areas for to build bio-swales,
green gutters and rain gardens.
- Restablish plantings, incorporate tall plantings to screen undesirable views
- Increase street amenity value, developing the guidlines for planting street
tree species.
- Provide street furniture 40 benches along Wing Shun Street, and plant 100
trees
- Establish a revegetation zone of 2,800m2 in waterfront area and provide
of temporary fencing around the area to protect new plantings during the
establishment period
- Adopting bioswales and alternate surfaces with permeable pavement to
reduce stormwater runoff in Wing Shun Street.
Phase II
- Plant 60 trees at various points along the Kwai Yue Street to contribute to
the streetscape amenity and to improve the appearance, and add 25 seating
- Widen flow ways, where space permits, to slow water velocity and discourage scouring and erosion
- Upgrade the existing stormwater outfalls at various points along the Kwai
Yue Street.
Phase III
- Store and recycle the stormwater to irrigate the surrounding vegetation
- Plant 85 trees along the Kwai Hei Street and add 30 seatings
- Upgrade the existing stormwater outfalls at various points along the Kwai
Hei Street.
Phase IV
- Plant 150 trees along the Wing Lap Street, Wing Hau Street, Wing Kin Road
and add 45 seatings
- Develop bio-swale and rain garden along the streets

6.10 Strategies: Develop sustainable renewable energy
6.10.1 Program:
- Incorporated photovoltaic Solar panels on building roof tops to minimize energy consumption
- Incorporate solar energy on street lamps

Source: Hong Kong Housing Authority

Phase III
- Compromise with the owner of the buildings to install solar panels
- Install solar panels on building rooftop in the building area bewteen the cemetery and
Kwai Chung Park
- Installing solar energy to street lightings
Phase IV
- Review impacts and consider to install to buildlings in the inland residential area

Source: Industry Today

6.11 Strategies: Support programs that promote sports and healthy life-style, and enironmental friendly concepts.
Program:
6.11.1 Social Marketing campaigns for sport
benefits
6.11.2 Sports training programs
6.11.3 Cooperating with Hong Kong Sports
association to implement events for public
participation.
6.11.4 Competition
Source: The Polytechnic University

Source: Rad season

Source: Lcsd

Phase III
- Creation of a social marketing campaign to promote the benefits of
Healthy lifestyles, active transportation, walking
- Development and implementation of sports programs for adults and
youths to educate
- Inform interested agencies and organizations about available sports training and education materials and assistance such as those programs administered by Sports Association
- Events for public participation
Phase IV
- Continuously organising training and educations
- Hold sports event annually and review the effectiveness afterwards
- Get comments from the general public for improvements

Source: Trailme

6.12 Strategies: Interactive mobile application
6.12.1 Program: Produce and promote a mobile application that contains citywide active living map of parks, trails, cycling and walking
routes and facilities that offer sport and physical activity programmes

Phase III
- Develop an online application to monitor the traffic conditions, renting of bikes, booking of sports activities by inputting datasets
- Constantly update the app with the new added construction
- Timetables and locations
Phase IV
- Online platform for public review
- Improvements of the mobile app by users comment

7. SUMMARY

The project envisions a vibrant sports destination in the future by 2040, adopting green sustainable approach to the urban environment, and with the provision of the variety of sports facilities will have tremendous positive impacts on health and wellness of the
community. The upgrade and redevelopment of the urban waterfront helps to attract local residents and other population to the
area, by increasing the accessibility to these sports destinations, making exercising a convenient activity, resulting in a sports lifestyle of
the community when sports can gradually becomes a part of their daily life routine. Eventually achieving the aims of active sports and
healthy community, pedestrian and cyclist friendly network systems , low carbon and sustainable environment.

